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Abstract: This work presents some considerations about the process of producing and utilization of video components in Web based courses. We discuss some aspects related with the infrastructure necessary to produce and deliver this material and we present also some conclusions of our experience in producing our Web based courses using video elements.

When we consider a Distance Teaching-Learning environment there’s a consensus that the employment of multimedia elements is almost obligatory if we want to catch and maintain student’s interest and attention.

Specifically talking about the use of the video in this environment we have many considerations that range from production cost to the effective benefits on student’s attention.

This paper aims at presenting some experience, some problems and some conclusions we achieved when producing our video course. It’ll be presented in 6 topics that define the main aspects we observed in this process.

The first aspect in producing a video classroom is that usually teachers of an engineering school aren’t prepared to speak in front of a video camera. They aren’t prepared to speak with lights and phones and all paraphernalia that is usually necessary in a video production. A teacher is concerned about teaching the content of his/her course, the best strategies to transmit his/her knowledge, the best strategies to provoke student’s interest and what is the best way to evaluate his/her students.

At the same time it’s almost impossible to hire a specialized professional to record an engineering educational video because the subjects are very difficult for a non-engineer professional to understand. The time that an actor would demand to learn a simple technical subject has a magnitude that is impracticable if we imagine the time required to produce a complete Web based course program.

The second aspect is the physical space that is required to prepare and record this material. When we think about that we start with some considerations that are totally outside of our knowledge area such as illumination, acoustics, wall colors and even teacher’s clothes colors.
When we started recording our classes at São Paulo University, we found many problems such as:

- illuminations problems – to solve these problems we bought some specific lights and filters that consist of professional cinematography equipment;

- acoustics problems - as we weren’t prepared for these situations when we started with our video class production, we discovered that we didn’t have a space with a acoustic response compatible with the cinema industry and if you don’t solve this problem in the end you achieve a very bad quality of the audio component;

- environment color – walls colors and teachers’ clothes colors have a direct influence on the video final quality. Nowadays we recommend our teachers not to ware white clothes when they have to record a class. We also utilize special classrooms with chrome-key wall for future editions.[1]

It’s easy to see that a video class production isn’t easy to implement and demands efforts that extrapolate engineering domains.

The third very important aspect that appears is the need of a very specific equipment and specialized team to transform a class video in a digital file. Producing an educational video is a very time-consuming task and requires specialized people in recording, editing and producing this video. We must be able to manage this team and also we must maintain their motivation in producing this kind of material. To achieve this motivation we have to change and try to create new class formats. We also need good equipment to motivate this team and at the same time have a good quality of our classes that are recorded.

After we have our course that utilizes a complete video class or some video explanation parts it’s recommendable to have a team with professionals like pedagogues, psychologists and specialized personnel in communications theories. This is due to the fact that as engineers we aren’t well prepared to analyze the real meaning of these elements in students learning process. A big engineering achievement is the video Web production but is it an effective benefit to students? We strongly believe that only personalized professional can answer these questions and we are now trying to work with a multidisciplinary team.

The fourth one is due to the fact that as the video size is very big and consumes a lot of memory video it is necessary a very specific and expensive hardware to compress and transform the video in a digital file. It is necessary also to have a big hardware infrastructure to store all this material. We have some results that show that this need of
memory is a continuously and increasing need and we believe that it’s interesting to do a project before start recording.

We now have:

- for 1 hour video classroom:
  - transmission rate 22Kbits/seg
    - 1.2 Gbytes memory to the video file edited and rendered
    - 10 Mbytes memory to the final format to the streaming server
  - transmission rate 100Kbits/seg
    - 1.2 Gbytes memory to the video file edited and rendered
    - 45 Mbytes memory to the final format to the streaming server

As each of our graduate courses lasts a minimum of 40 hours we are now doing a backup in a DAT device and we aren’t saving the edited files because of their dimensions.

The fifth aspect consist of the infrastructure we have to define and implement to provide without interruptions, our Web based classes. If we consider that we have already a big problem when we want to provide this service without video utilization it is not difficult to see that the video utilization brings bigger problems. The first consideration is that it’s necessary to have a video server in the network. This server must be able to attend to many requests at the same time so it is necessary to specify a very potent machine that has a very good performance and also has a disk array. The second consideration is that when we use a video element in a course we have to consider the quality of this video will present to students and this quality has a strongly relationship with the network bandwidth. The best configuration is when students have a high connection to our servers.

The last but a very important aspect is that it’s necessary to provide a mechanism to publish automatically this video on the Web. To reach this feature we developed a tool that does this and also synchronizes our video with other material like texts, pictures, PowerPoint transparencies, animations, links to other sites, etc according to our teacher’s will. With this tool we not only get an efficient way to publish by everyone the Web class but also we don’t need any extra work from the teacher whom can only direct the construction of he/she’s course. [2], [3].

Conclusions

We presented here many aspects that evolve video utilization and production. We believe that we’re still researching the best way to use and produce our video classrooms but also that, besides all problems pointed a Web based course using video elements is more stimulating and a very rich educational material.
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